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Gym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA

College (NCAA)—Men’s Basketball Court Layout and Equipment Rules
Important Information for Manufacturers/New Equipment and Apparel

The NCAA Men’s Basketball Rules Committee is responsible for formulating the official playing rules for the sport.
The committee is not responsible for testing or approving playing equipment for use in intercollegiate women’s
basketball.
Equipment manufacturers have undertaken the responsibility for the development of playing equipment that meets
the specifications established from time to time by the committee. The NCAA urges manufacturers to work with the
various independent testing agencies to maximize the safety of products. Neither the NCAA nor the NCAA Women’s
Basketball Rules Committee certifies the safety of any basketball equipment. Only equipment that meets the dimensions specified in the NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules shall be used in intercollegiate competition. Similarly, only
uniforms that meet the rules specifications shall be used.
While the committee does not regulate the development of new equipment and does not set technical or scientific
standards for testing equipment or the approval or disapproval of specific playing equipment, the committee may,
from time to time, provide manufacturers with informal guidelines as to the equipment-performance levels it considers consistent with the integrity of the game. The committee reserves the right to intercede in order to protect
and maintain that integrity.
In general, the rules addressing uniforms are intended to positively impact the following needs:
COACHING - Identification of an opponent’s personnel when scouting on video and for in-game coaching strategy.
OFFICIATING - Proper foul reporting, identification of disqualified players or players involved in an altercation.
IMAGE - How players appear on television/fan appeal. The NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee suggests
that manufacturers planning innovative changes in basketball equipment submit the equipment to the NCAA
Women’s Basketball Rules Committee for review before production.

Court and Equipment
1.

2.
3.
5.

6.
7.

Playing Area. When possible, building plans should provide for a playing court with ideal measurements as
stated in Rule 1-2 and listed on the court diagram, ample out-of-bounds area and needed seating space for
scorers, timers and fans. A long playing court permits use of two crosswise courts for practice and informal
games. It is recommended that padding that meets current ASTM standards be used on walls and other facility
features in or around the playing area that a student-athlete might contact during play. Padding should be
installed no more than 4 inches from the floor up to 6 feet.
Ceiling. The ceiling and anything hanging from it (other than the basket) should be at least 25 feet above the
playing court and higher if possible.
Boundaries. The committee recommends that a belt 8 inches or more in width be used to mark the boundaries
on all courts that have at least 10 feet of open space between the boundary lines and the seating. This plan is
urged for all new construction and for other similar courts when the boundaries are re-marked.
Warning on misuse of portable backstops. Manufacturers and administrators should be aware of an “extreme-caution” warning relative to the misuse of portable backstops. A high degree of injury potential and a
severe liability problem exists when anyone is allowed to hang, sit or stand on the basket ring or backboard.
Administrators must see that this practice is prohibited or that the portable units are lowered at the completion
of the game because of the high risk of severe injury, even death. A recommended warning or inscription such
as “Danger—please do not get on the rim/backboard” is desirable.
Locking Backboard. It is recommended that a locking device/safety arrester be used for ceiling and wall-mount
backboard systems that are retracted by motor-pulley cable arrangements.
Backboard Padding. It is recommended that the required padding for the backboard be mounted on the backboard by adhesive or material such as Velcro or channel. The bottom and each side of the backboards shall be
padded with a Poly High-Car vinyl-type material that meets the Bashor resilience test with a range of 20-30. A
lavaliere-type microphone properly positioned in the crease of the backboard padding or between padding
and backboard is permitted since it is not located on the padding and does not interfere with a live ball or create a safety hazard.
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8.

9.

Ring. The design of the ring and its construction should be such as to maximize player safety. A movable basket
ring shall have rebound characteristics identical to those of a nonmovable ring. The pressurerelease mechanism
should maximize these characteristics, as well as protect both the ring and backboard. Movable rings are
required.
Ring Testing. It is recommended in all divisions that such testing be done three times during the season. It is
recommended further in all divisions that basket ring loads be transferred to the support system by a single
strut boom behind the backboard, or to the backboard frame. The pressurerelease/elasticity mechanism on
movable rings may be field adjustable. When released, the ring shall not rotate more than 30 degrees below the
original horizontal position. After release and with the load no longer applied, the ring shall return automatically and instantaneously to its original position.

Court and Equipment
1. Playing Area. When possible, building plans should provide for a playing court with ideal measurements as stated in Rule 1-2 and listed on the court diagram, ample out-of-bounds area and needed seating space for scorers,
timers and fans. A long playing court permits use of two crosswise courts for practice and informal games. It is
recommended that padding that meets current ASTM standards be used on walls and other facility features in
or around the playing area that a student-athlete might contact during play. Padding should be installed no
more than 4 inches from the floor up to 6 feet.
2. Ceiling. The ceiling and anything hanging from it (other than the basket) should be at least 25 feet above the
playing court and higher if possible.
3. Boundaries. The committee recommends that a belt 8 inches or more in width be used to mark the boundaries
on all courts that have at least 10 feet of open space between the boundary lines and the seating. This plan is
urged for all new construction and for other similar courts when the boundaries are re-marked.
4. Lighting. The court should be uniformly and adequately lighted. Lighting engineers should be placed in charge
of this important factor when planning any new installations. For information on recommended specifications
for lighting, contact the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, 120 Wall Street, 17th Floor, New
York, New York 10005; telephone 212/248-5000.
5. Warning on misuse of portable backstops. Manufacturers and administrators should be aware of an “extreme-caution” warning relative to the misuse of portable backstops. A high degree of injury potential and a
severe liability problem exists when anyone is allowed to hang, sit or stand on the basket ring or backboard.
Administrators must see that this practice is prohibited or that the portable units are lowered at the completion
of the game because of the high risk of severe injury, even death. A recommended warning or inscription such
as “Danger—please do not get on the rim/backboard” is desirable.
6. Locking Backboard. It is recommended that a locking device/safety arrester be used for ceiling and wall-mount
backboard systems that are retracted by motor-pulley cable arrangements.
7. Backboard Padding. It is recommended that the required padding for the backboard be mounted on the backboard by adhesive or material such as Velcro or channel. The bottom and each side of the backboards shall be
padded with a Poly High-Car vinyl-type material that meets the Bashor resilience test with a range of 20-30. A
lavaliere-type microphone properly positioned in the crease of the backboard padding or between padding
and backboard is permitted since it is not located on the padding and does not interfere with a live ball or create a safety hazard.
8. Ring. The design of the ring and its construction should be such as to maximize player safety. A movable basket
ring shall have rebound characteristics identical to those of a nonmovable ring. The pressure release mechanism
should maximize these characteristics, as well as protect both the ring and backboard. Movable rings are
required.
9. Ring Testing. It is required for Division I and recommended for Divisions II and III that all competitive rings for
men be tested for rebound/elasticity once before the season and once before the postseason. It is recommended further in all divisions that basket ring loads be transferred to the support system by a single strut boom
behind the backboard, or to the backboard frame. The pressure-release/elasticity mechanism on movable rings
may be field adjustable. When released, the ring shall not rotate more than 30 degrees below the original horizontal position. After release and with the load no longer applied, the ring shall return automatically and instantaneously to its original position.
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10. Marking the Court. When marking a court, manufacturers should start at the center of the court rather than at
either end.
11. Timing Equipment. Divisions I, II, and III schools shall have a game clock that shows a 10th-of-a-second display
when less than 60 seconds remains in a period. Division I, II, and III schools shall have either a red light placed
behind each backboard that is visible through the 24-inch-by-18-inch rectangle or LED lights around the back
board. The purpose of either is to indicate when player activity is terminated. If LED lights are used, they shall be
positioned no more than 6 inches from the upper and lower edges of the backboard and no more than 5 inches
from the side of each backboard. When both lights are present, the LED lights shall take precedence and the red
light shall be disconnected. It is recommended that the game clock, red light or LED lights be updated in their
synchronization. It is recommended that all men’s Division I arenas provide a timing mechanism that enables
the officials to start and stop the game clock automatically. A pole attached to the shot clock that is used to
mount a camera or a camera attached to the shot clock is permissible when the shot clock is recessed behind
the backboard and does not interfere with a live ball nor does it affect the visibility of the shot clock.

Rule 1
Court and Equipment
Section 2. The Playing Court—Dimension

Art. 1. The playing court is the area on the floor that lies within the geometrical lines formed by the inside edge of
the boundary lines.
Art. 2. The playing court shall be a rectangular surface free from obstructions with sidelines of 94 feet in length and
end lines of 50 feet in length, measured from the inside edges.
Art. 3. The court dimensions shall be marked as shown on the court diagram.

Section 3. Boundary Lines, Restraining Lines and Other Markings

Art. 1. The court shall be marked with boundary lines (sidelines and end lines) restraining lines and other lines and
markings as shown on the court diagram. All lines must be clearly discernible and distinguishable.
Art. 2. Instead of the 2-inch boundaries listed on the diagram, it is legal to use contrasting-colored floor areas by
painting the out-of-bounds area, the center circle, and the free-throw lanes and lines so that the mathematical line
between the two colors is the boundary. Such a contrasting-colored out-of-bounds belt should be at least 8 inches
wide.
Art. 3. The restraining line shall be a solid, interrupted or mathematical line formed between two colors. The line
may be a color that is either the same or different from that of the end lines. When space is not available for a 6 foot
restraining line, the line should be marked using the maximum available distance. Non-playing personnel shall not
be permitted in this area.
Art. 4. A shadow line is a line that designates the required 2-inch width by use of border or outline lines at least 1/4inch wide, which shall lie within the 2-inch width. All shadow lines must be clearly discernible and distinguishable.
Art. 5. When the floor has a logo on the playing court, that logo should not distract from the players’ and the officials’ visibility of the division line or center-circle line.
Art. 6. One of the following shall be placed on the floor at the division line in front of the official scorers’ table:
a. An “X” composed of 12-inch line segments that are 2 inches in width.
b. An NCAA logo that is a minimum of approximately 8 inches in diameter.
c. An NCAA Basketball logo that is located in a rectangle that is approximately 1½ feet by 2½ feet.

Section 4. Center Circle

Art. 1. When a logo is placed on the playing court which partially or completely obscures the 2-inch center-circle line
as shown on the court diagram, the following shall be permissible:
a. Solid 2-inch-wide interrupted line: 4 inches long, 2-inch break, 4 inches long, 2-inch break, etc.
b. Shadow-bordered 2-inch-wide line (1/4-inch borders).
c. Two-inch wide interrupted shadow line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.
d. One-quarter-inch, single-bordered line (radius of 6 feet to the outside edge).
e. Mathematical line formed by contrasting-colored floor areas.
Gym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA
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Art. 2. The unmarked spaces for the non-jumpers around the center circle shall be 36 inches deep.

Section 5. Division Line

Art. 1. The division line shall divide the playing court into two equal parts and shall be formed by extending the
center-circle diameter in both directions until it intersects the sidelines.
Art. 2. Instead of the solid 2-inch line as shown on the court diagram, the following shall be permissible:
a. A solid 2-inch-wide interrupted line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.
b. Shadow-bordered 2-inch-wide line (1/4-inch borders).
c. Interrupted 2-inch-wide shadow line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.

Section 6. Free-Throw Lane

Art. 1. All lines designating the free-throw lane, except lane-space marks and blocks, are part of the lane.
Art. 2. The color of the lane-space marks and blocks may contrast or be of the same color as the color of the lane
boundary lines.
Art. 3. It is highly recommended that the area of the free-throw lane inside the boundary lines be one color. It is
permissible for this area to be more than one color as long as all required lines in and around the lane are clearly
discernible and distinguishable.
Art. 4. The lane-space marks and blocks shall identify the lane space areas that extend 36 inches from the outer
edge of the lane lines toward the sidelines.

Section 7. Three-Point Field-Goal Line

Art. 1. The three-point field goal line shall be a distance of 20 feet, 9 inches, from the center of the basket to the outside edge of the three-point field-goal line.
Art. 2. The three-point field-goal line shall be a single-colored solid 2-inch line. The lines may be the same color as
or a different color from the free throw lane boundary lines and the semicircles. When a 20-foot-9-inch line and a
19-foot-9-inch line both exist, the two lines shall contrast in color and there shall be no form of embellishment or
belt between the lines.

Section 8. Restricted-Area Arc

The restricted-area arc is a solid single-colored 2-inch line formed by a semicircle measured from the center of the
basket to the inside edge with a radius of 4 feet and extending in a straight line to the front face of the backboard.
This arc must be clearly discernible and distinguishable. When there is both a 3-foot and 4-foot arc on the playing
court, the arcs shall contrast in color.
Note: See illustration on next page for details regarding 3-foot and 4-foot arcs.
Note: The 4-foot arc is effective for Division I for the 2015-16 season but not until the 2016-17 season for Division II and
Division III.
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Section 9. Coaching Box

Art. 1. The coaching boxes shall extend from the sideline to the back of the team benches and shall be bounded by
the end line and no farther than the 28-foot line as noted in the diagram.
Art. 2. A 3-foot line shall be extended in both directions from the sideline, so that the coaching-box restriction is
evident.

Section 10. Backboards—Dimensions, Materials

Art. 1. Each backboard shall be marked as depicted on the backboard diagram.
Art. 2. The size of the backboards may be either of two dimensions:
a. 6 feet horizontal and 3½ feet vertical; or
b. 6 feet horizontal and 4 feet vertical.
Note: The dimensions of 6 feet horizontal and 3½ feet vertical are recommended for replacement backboards or new
installations.
Art. 3. The backboards shall be similar in size at both ends of the playing court.
Art. 4. A transparent, unaltered, rigid, rectangular backboard with a flat surface shall be used.
Art. 5. Backboards shall not be tinted.

Section 11. Backboards—Padding

Art. 1. Padding is required on all backboards as outlined in this rule. The padding shall be a single solid color and
shall be the same color on both backboards.
a. When it becomes necessary to use a substitute backboard, the padding shall be of the same color as that of
		 the backboard being replaced.
Art. 2. The padding shall be 1-inch thick from the front and back surfaces of the backboards.
Art. 3. The padding shall extend 2 inches from the bottom edge of each backboard.
Art. 4. The padding shall cover the bottom surface of each backboard and the side surface to a distance of 15 inches
up from the bottom. The front and back surface must be covered to a minimum distance of ¾ inch from the bottom
of each backboard.

Section 12. Backboards—Support Systems

Art. 1. Padding—Any backboard support behind a backboard and at a height of less than 9 feet above the floor shall
be padded on the bottom surface to a distance of 2 feet from the face of the backboard. All portable backstops shall
have the bases padded to a height of 7 feet on the courtside surface.
Art. 2. Protrusions and Clearances
a. Protrusions below backboards shall not be allowed.
b. Any backboard support, all of which is not directly behind the backboard, shall be at least 6 inches behind
the backboard when the support extends above the top and at least 2 feet behind the backboard when the
support extends beyond the side.
c. Any support system below or behind a backboard shall be at least 8 feet behind the plane of the backboard
		 face (and at least 4 feet from the end line) and a height of 7 feet or more above the floor.
d. Any overhead backboard support structure that must be forward-braced because of space limitations, archi		 tectural or structural restraints, shall meet the following requirements: A front diagonal brace support sys		 tem must be located above a line extending upward and into the playing court at a maximum 45-degree
		 angle from a point on a vertical line located a minimum of 6 inches behind the front surface of the back		 board at a minimum height of 4 feet 6 inches above the basket ring.

Section 13. Backboards—Positions

Art. 1. Each backboard shall be positioned midway between each sideline, with the plane of its front face perpendicular to the floor, parallel to and 4 feet from each end line.
Art. 2. The upper edge of each backboard shall be 13 feet above the floor.
Art. 3. Each backboard shall be protected from spectators to a distance of at least 3 feet from the end of each backboard.
Art. 4. Portable backboards shall be secured to the floor to prevent movement. Where arena configurations permit,
it is recommended that a 3-foot wide escape lane on both sides of the basket stanchion be provided. Each escape
Gym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA
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lane shall extend at least to the restraining lane or the back edge of the basket stanchion, whichever is farthest from
the end line.
Art. 5. Neon, electric, LED or artificially lit signage shall be permitted on the horizontal stanchion booms; however,
it shall not be permitted on the vertical backboard stanchion arms. The permitted signage must conform to the
following:
a. Signage must be static when the ball is live.
b. Maximum Physical Area (H x W x D) 14” x 52” x 2”.
c. Maximum Active Display Area (H x W) 12” x 46”.
d. No hard metal or material on the underside or sides of the unit can be exposed. The signage unit must be
		 padded with rounded edges, including across the bottom of the unit. A minimum of 3/4-inch-thick padding
		 must be provided. All padding must be the same color(s) as the stanchion arm;
e. The front of the sign must be located a minimum of 6 feet behind the end line, and the bottom cannot ex		 tend lower than 6 inches from the top of the horizontal stanchion boom arm;
f. The sign must be installed with a Safety Plex covering in all cases.
g. A maximum of two panels are permitted per arm (one per side) and must face to the side or behind the play		 ing court.
h. The signage must feature dimming functionality that must be set to 50 percent of the maximum brightness
		 with the recommended level of brightness being 20-25 percent. The signage must be able to be deactivated
		 at the request of officials or game management.
i. The signage system must be independently operated and cannot be connected to the main scoreboard
		 game clocks and shot clocks in any way.
j. LED stanchion arm signage may only be changed during timeouts and between periods. When the signage
		 is improperly positioned or located, the referee shall instruct home contest management to deactivate such
		signage.
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Art. 6. During game conditions, all movement (vibration, etc.) of the backboard (because of any type of dunk or similar play) must regain a static position within four seconds.

Section 14. Baskets—Size, Material

Art. 1. Each basket shall consist of a single metal ring, 18 inches inside diameter, its flange and braces, and a whitecord, 12-mesh net, 15 to 18 inches in length, suspended from beneath the ring.
Art. 2. Each ring shall measure not more than 5/8 inch in diameter, with the possible addition of small-gauge loops
on the under-edge or a smaller ring located directly under the required ring for attaching a 12-mesh net. Each ring
and its attaching flange and braces shall be bright orange in color.
Art. 3. The cord of each net shall be not less than 120-thread nor more than 144-thread twine, or plastic material of
comparable dimensions, and constructed so as to check the ball momentarily as it passes through.

Section 15. Baskets—Ring

Art. 1. Each basket ring shall be securely attached to each backboard/support system with a ring-restraining device.
Such a device will ensure that the basket stays attached, even when a glass backboard breaks.
Art. 2. The upper edge of each basket ring shall be 10 feet above and parallel to the floor and shall be equidistant
from the vertical edges of that backboard. The nearest point of the inside edge of each ring shall lie 6 inches from
the plane of the face of that backboard.
Art. 3. Movable rings are required. Movable rings may flex downward both from the front and the sides.
Art. 4. All competitive rings shall be tested for rebound elasticity once before the season (July 15-Oct. 15) and once
before the postseason. The rebound elasticity requirement shall be 35 percent to 50 percent energy absorption and
be within a 5 percent differential between baskets on the same court.
Note: For Division II and Division III, ring testing is recommended (see Item No. 9 of the Court and Equipment section of the
Important Information for Manufacturers document).

Section 17. Logos/Names/Equipment

Art. 1. Logos, names or equipment of any kind (including school and conference logos or names, cameras and microphones) shall not be permitted on the backboards, rings, flanges, padding around the backboards, or on the shot
clocks. Institutional/conference social media decals are permitted on the top edge of the backboard frame. For postseason play only, an American flag and one conference or NCAA logo not to exceed 5 by 8 inches is permitted in the
lower corners on the front of the backboard. Cameras and microphones are permitted on the shot clocks when they
are recessed such that they do not extend beyond the plane of the back edge of the backboard. A lavaliere type microphone properly positioned in the crease of the backboard padding or between the padding and the backboard is
permitted when it does not interfere with a live ball or create a safety hazard.
Art. 2. The manufacturer’s name and logo shall be permitted to appear on the ball a maximum of two times.
Art. 3. An institution’s name or logo shall be permitted on the ball.
Art. 4. There are no restrictions on NCAA, team or conference logos, names or abbreviations on the playing court,
provided they do not obscure any of the required lines.
Art. 5. No more than two commercial logos shall be permitted on the playing court when they conform to the following standards:
a. The logo(s) shall fit into a box that is 10 feet by 10 feet square;
b. This box shall be located 8½ feet from the division line and 4½ feet from the sideline;
c. Logo(s) shall be within the two 10-foot-by-10-foot squares, with no more than one square in each half of the
		 playing court.
Note: See Rules 1-22.7.c and 1-25 for logos and labels on players’ uniforms/equipment.
Art. 6. The playing court must be completely finished in a manner that is similar throughout, including the 3-foot
area outside each sideline and 6-foot area outside each end line. It is the responsibility of the host game management to ensure the court is of a consistent finish, including any logos or decals that are legally allowed on the floor.

Section 19. Shot-Clock Displays

Art. 1. A shot clock is one of the two official visible timepieces that display the amount of time the team in control
has to release a try for a field goal so that it hits the ring or the flange.
Gym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA
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Art. 2. Two visible shot clocks are required, and shall be recessed and mounted on the backboard supports behind
each backboard.
Art. 3. An alternate timing device shall be available when a visible shot clock malfunctions.
Art. 4. LED lights located around the shot clock may be used, but the lights shall only be activated for a shot-clock
violation.

Section 21. Team Benches—Scorers’ and Timers’ Table

Art. 1. The home team’s game administration shall designate each team’s bench.
Art. 2. The team benches shall be located equidistant from the division line extended at each side of the scorers’ and
timers’ table on the sidelines.
Art. 3. The scorers’ and timers’ table shall be located courtside and at midcourt.
Art. 4. Teams shall warm up at the end of the playing court farthest from their own bench for the first half.

Gym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA
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College (NCAA)—Women’s Basketball Court Diagram
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College (NCAA)—Women’s Basketball Court Layout and Equipment Rules
Important Information for Manufacturers/New Equipment and Apparel
The NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee is responsible for formulating the official playing rules for
the sport. The committee is not responsible for testing or approving playing equipment for use in intercollegiate women’s basketball.
Equipment manufacturers have undertaken the responsibility for the development of playing equipment
that meets the specifications established from time to time by the committee. The NCAA urges manufacturers to work with the various independent testing agencies to maximize the safety of products. Neither
the NCAA nor the NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee certifies the safety of any basketball equipment. Only equipment that meets the dimensions specified in the NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules shall
be used in intercollegiate competition. Similarly, only uniforms that meet the rules specifications shall be
used.
While the committee does not regulate the development of new equipment and does not set technical
or scientific standards for testing equipment or the approval or disapproval of specific playing equipment,
the committee may, from time to time, provide manufacturers with informal guidelines as to the equipment-performance levels it considers consistent with the integrity of the game. The committee reserves
the right to intercede in order to protect and maintain that integrity.
In general, the rules addressing uniforms are intended to positively impact the following needs:
COACHING - Identification of an opponent’s personnel when scouting on video and for in-game
coaching strategy.
OFFICIATING - Proper foul reporting, identification of disqualified players or players involved in an
altercation.
IMAGE - How players appear on television/fan appeal. The NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee
suggests that manufacturers planning innovative changes in basketball equipment submit the
equipment to the NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules Committee for review before production.
Court and Equipment
1. Playing Area. When possible, building plans should provide for a playing court with ideal measurements as stated in Rule 1-2 and listed on the court diagram, ample out-of-bounds area and needed
seating space for scorers, timers and fans. A long playing court permits use of two crosswise courts
for practice and informal games. It is recommended that padding that meets current ASTM standards
be used on walls and other facility features in or around the playing area that a student-athlete might
contact during play. Padding should be installed no more than 4 inches from the floor up to 6 feet.
2. Ceiling. The ceiling and anything hanging from it (other than the basket) should be at least 25 feet
above the playing court and higher if possible.
3. Boundaries. The committee recommends that a belt 8 inches or more in width be used to mark the
boundaries on all courts that have at least 10 feet of open space between the boundary lines and the
seating. This plan is urged for all new construction and for other similar courts when the boundaries
are re-marked.
5. Warning on misuse of portable backstops. Manufacturers and administrators should be aware of an
“extreme-caution” warning relative to the misuse of portable backstops. A high degree of injury
potential and a severe liability problem exists when anyone is allowed to hang, sit or stand on the
basket ring or backboard. Administrators must see that this practice is prohibited or that the portable
units are lowered at the completion of the game because of the high risk of severe injury, even death.
A recommended warning or inscription such as “Danger—please do not get on the rim/backboard” is
desirable.
6. Locking Backboard. It is recommended that a locking device/safety arrester be used for ceiling and
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wall-mount backboard systems that are retracted by motor-pulley cable arrangements.
7. Backboard Padding. It is recommended that the required padding for the backboard be mounted on
the backboard by adhesive or material such as Velcro or channel. The bottom and each side of the
backboards shall be padded with a Poly High-Car vinyl-type material that meets the Bashor resilience
test with a range of 20-30. A lavaliere-type microphone properly positioned in the crease of the backboard padding or between padding and backboard is permitted since it is not located on the padding
and does not interfere with a live ball or create a safety hazard.
8. Ring. The design of the ring and its construction should be such as to maximize player safety. A movable basket ring shall have rebound characteristics identical to those of a nonmovable ring. The pressurerelease mechanism should maximize these characteristics, as well as protect both the ring and
backboard. Movable rings are required.
9. Ring Testing. It is recommended in all divisions that such testing be done three times during the season. It is recommended further in all divisions that basket ring loads be transferred to the support
system by a single strut boom behind the backboard, or to the backboard frame. The pressurerelease/
elasticity mechanism on movable rings may be field adjustable. When released, the ring shall not
rotate more than 30 degrees below the original horizontal position. After release and with the load no
longer applied, the ring shall return automatically and instantaneously to its original position.
10. Marking the Court. When marking a court, manufacturers should start at the center of the court rather
than at either end.
11. Timing Equipment. Divisions I, II, and III schools shall have a game clock that shows a tenth-of-asecond display when less than one minute remains in a period. Division I, II, and III schools shall have
either a red light placed behind each backboard that is visible through the 24-inch-by-18-inch rectangle or LED lights around the backboard. The purpose of either is to indicate when player activity is terminated. If LED lights are used, they shall be positioned no more than 6 inches from the upper and
lower edges of the backboard and no more than 5 inches from the side of each backboard. When both
lights are present, the LED lights shall take precedence and the red light shall be disconnected. It is
recommended that the game clock, red light or LED lights be updated in their synchronization. A pole
attached to the shot clock that is used to mount a camera or a camera attached to the shot clock is
permissible when the shot clock is recessed behind the backboard and the pole does not interfere
with a live ball nor does it affect the visibility of the shot clock.
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RULE 1
Court and Equipment
Section 1. The Game

Art. 1. Basketball is played by two teams of five players each. The objective is for each team to throw or tap the ball
into its own basket and to prevent the other team from scoring.
Art. 2. A team’s own basket is the one into which its players try to throw or tap the ball. Each team shall warm up and
shoot during the first half at the basket farthest from its bench.
Art. 3. The teams shall change baskets for the second half.
Art. 4. The ball may be thrown, batted, rolled or dribbled in any direction, subject to the restrictions in these rules.
Section 2. The Playing Court—Dimensions
Art. 1. The playing court is the area on the floor that lies within the geometrical lines formed by the inside edge of
the boundary lines.
Art. 2. The playing court shall be a rectangular surface free from obstructions with sidelines of 94 feet in length and
end lines of 50 feet in length, measured from the inside edges.
Art. 3. The court dimensions shall be marked as shown on the court diagram.

Section 3. Boundary Lines, Restraining Lines and Other Markings

Art. 1. The court shall be marked with boundary lines (sidelines and end lines), restraining lines and other lines and
markings as shown on the court diagram. All lines must be clearly discernable and distinguishable.
Art. 2. Instead of the 2-inch boundaries listed on the diagram, it is legal to use contrasting-colored floor areas by
painting the out-of-bounds area, the center circle, and the free-throw lanes and lines so that the mathematical line
between the two colors is the boundary. Such a contrasting-colored out-of-bounds belt should be at least 8 inches
wide.
Art. 3. The restraining line shall be a solid, interrupted or mathematical line formed between two colors. The line
may be a color that is either the same or different from that of the end lines. When space is not available for a 6-foot
restraining line, the line should be marked using the maximum available distance. Nonplaying personnel shall not
be permitted in this area.
Art. 4. A shadow line is a line that designates the required 2-inch width by use of border or outline lines at least ¼
inch wide, which shall lie within the 2-inch width. All shadow lines must be clearly discernable and distinguishable.
Art. 5. When the floor has a logo on the playing court, that logo should not distract from the players’ and the officials’ visibility of the division line or center-circle line.
Art. 6. One of the following shall be placed on the floor at the division line in front of the official scorers’ table:
a. An “X” composed of 12-inch line segments that are 2 inches in width.
b. An NCAA logo that is a minimum of approximately 8 inches in diameter.
c. An NCAA Basketball logo that is located in a rectangle that is approximately 1½ feet by 2½ feet.
Art. 7. To designate the lower defensive box (Rule 4-36), two tick marks shall be placed on each side of the lane. Each
tick mark shall be a solid 2-inch wide line that is 12 inches long. Each tick mark shall be measured 3 feet from the
outside edge of the lane line to the inside edge of the tick mark line. The tick mark will begin on the end line and run
parallel to the lane line.

Section 4. Center Circle

Art. 1. When a logo is placed on the playing court which partially or completely obscures the 2-inch center-circle
line as shown on the court diagram, the following shall be permissible:
a. Solid 2-inch-wide interrupted line: 4 inches long, 2-inch break; 4 inches long, 2-inch break, etc.
b. Shadow-bordered 2-inch-wide line (¼ inch borders).
c. Two-inch-wide interrupted shadow line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.
d. One-quarter-inch, single-bordered line (radius of 6 feet to the outside edge).
e. Mathematical line formed by contrasting-colored floor areas.
Art. 2. The unmarked spaces for the nonjumpers around the center circle shall be 36 inches deep.
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Section 5. Division Line

Art. 1. The division line shall divide the playing court into two equal parts and shall be formed by extending the
center-circle diameter in both directions until it intersects the sidelines.
Art. 2. Instead of the solid 2-inch line as shown on the court diagram, the following shall be permissible:
a. A solid 2-inch-wide interrupted line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.
b. Shadow-bordered 2-inch-wide line (¼ inch borders).
c. Interrupted 2-inch-wide shadow line: 4 inches, 2-inch break, 4 inches, 2-inch break, etc.

Section 6. Free-Throw Lane

Art. 1. All lines designating the free-throw lane, except lane-space marks and blocks, are part of the lane.
Art. 2. The color of the lane-space marks and blocks may contrast or be of the same color as the color of the lane
boundary lines.
Art. 3. It is highly recommended that the area of the free-throw lane inside the boundary lines be one color. It is
permissible for this area to be more than one color as long as all required lines in and around the lane are clearly
discernable and distinguishable.
Art. 4. The lane-space marks and blocks shall identify the lane space areas that extend 36 inches from the outer
edge of the lane lines toward the sidelines.

Section 7. Three-Point Field-Goal Line

Art. 1. The three-point field goal line shall be a distance of 20 feet, 9 inches, from the center of the basket to the outside edge of the three-point field-goal line.
Art. 2. The three-point field-goal line shall be a single-colored solid 2-inch line. The lines may be the same color as
or a different color from the free throw lane boundary lines and the semicircles. When a 20-foot-9-inch line and a
19-foot-9-inch line both exist, the two lines shall contrast in color and there shall be no form of embellishment or
belt between the lines.

Section 8. Restricted-Area Arc

The restricted-area arc is a solid single-colored 2-inch line formed by a semicircle measured from the center of the
basket to the outside edge with a radius of 3 feet and extending in a straight line to the front face of the backboard.
This arc must be clearly discernable and distinguishable. When there is both a 3-foot and 4-foot arc on the playing
court, the arcs shall contrast in color.

Section 9. Coaching Box

Art. 1. The coaching boxes shall extend from the sideline to the back of the team benches and shall be bounded by
the end line and no farther than the 28-foot line as noted in the diagram.
Art. 2. A 3-foot line shall be extended in both directions from the sideline, so that the coaching-box restriction is
evident.

Section 10. Backboards—Dimensions, Materials

Art. 1. Each backboard shall be marked as depicted on the backboard diagram.
Art. 2. The size of the backboards may be either of two dimensions:
a. 6 feet horizontal and 3½ feet vertical; or
b. 6 feet horizontal and 4 feet vertical.
Note: The dimensions of 6 feet horizontal and 3½ feet vertical are recommended for replacement backboards or new
installations.
Art. 3. The backboards shall be similar in size at both ends of the playing court.
Art. 4. A transparent, unaltered, rigid, rectangular backboard with a flat surface shall be used.
Art. 5. Backboards shall not be tinted.

Section 11. Backboards—Padding

Art. 1. Padding is required on all backboards as outlined in this rule. The padding shall be a single solid color and
shall be the same color on both backboards.
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a. When it becomes necessary to use a substitute backboard, the padding shall be of the same color as that of
		 the backboard being replaced.
Art. 2. The padding shall be 1 inch thick from the front and back surfaces of the backboards.
Art. 3. The padding shall extend 2 inches from the bottom edge of each backboard.
Art. 4. The padding shall cover the bottom surface of each backboard and the side surface to a distance of 15 inches
up from the bottom. The front and back surface must be covered to a minimum distance of ¾ inch from the bottom
of each backboard.

Section 12. Backboards—Support Systems

Art. 1. Padding—Any backboard support behind a backboard and at a height of less than 9 feet above the floor shall
be padded on the bottom surface to a distance of 2 feet from the face of the backboard. All portable backstops shall
have the bases padded to a height of 7 feet on the courtside surface.
Art. 2. Protrusions and clearances.
a. Protrusions below backboards shall not be allowed.
b. Any backboard support, all of which is not directly behind the backboard, shall be at least 6 inches behind
		 the backboard when the support extends above the top and at least 2 feet behind the backboard when the
		 support extends beyond the side.
c. Any support system below or behind a backboard shall be at least 8 feet behind the plane of the backboard
		 face (and at least 4 feet from the end line) and a height of 7 feet or more above the floor.
d. Any overhead backboard support structure that must be forward braced because of space limitations, ar		 chitectural or structural restraints, shall meet the following requirements: A front diagonal brace support
		 system must be located above a line extending upward and into the playing court at a maximum 45-degree
		 angle from a point on a vertical line located a minimum of 6 inches behind the front surface of the back		 board at a minimum height of 4 feet, 6 inches above the basket ring.
Back View

3" wide perimeter marking
2-1/16"

24"

Mounting plates
optional in bottom
corners of backboard

2" wide
white box
Top edge
of goal

18"

4" to 4.5"

5"

5"

42"

61-7/8"
72"

Front View

LED Placement
5" Maximum
Line is level
with top of goal
5" x 8"
flag/logo

Institutional/conference social media decals
allowed on top edge of backboard frame.
See Rule 1-17.1.

6" Maximum
5" Maximum
6"
Max.
5" x 8"
flag/logo

For postseason only, an American flag and one
1"
conference or NCAA logo not to exceed 5" x 8" allowed
in each corner. See Rule 1-17.1.
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Section 13. Backboards—Positions

Art. 1. Each backboard shall be positioned midway between each sideline, with the plane of its front face perpendicular to the floor, parallel to and 4 feet from each end line.
Art. 2. The upper edge of each backboard shall be 13 feet above the floor.
Art. 3. Each backboard shall be protected from spectators to a distance of at least 3 feet from the end of each backboard.
Art. 4. Portable backboards shall be secured to the floor to prevent movement. Where arena configurations permit,
it is recommended that a 3-foot escape lane on both sides of the basket stanchion be provided. Each escape lane
shall extend at least to the restraining line or the back edge of the basket stanchion, whichever is farthest from the
end line.
Art. 5. Neon, electric, LED or artificially lit signage shall be permitted on the horizontal stanchion booms; however,
it shall not be permitted on the vertical backboard stanchion arms. The permitted signage must conform to the
following:
a. Signage must be static when the ball is live.
b. Maximum Physical Area (H x W x D) 14” x 52” x 2”.
c. Maximum Active Display Area (H x W) 12” x 46”.
d. No hard metal or material on the underside or sides of the unit can be exposed. The signage unit must be
		 padded with rounded edges, including across the bottom of the unit. A minimum of ¾-inch-thick padding
		 must be provided. All padding must be the same color(s) as the stanchion arm.
e. The front of the sign must be located a minimum of 6 feet behind the end line, and the bottom cannot ex		 tend lower than 6 inches from the top of the horizontal stanchion boom arm.
f. The sign must be installed with a Safety Plex covering in all cases.
g. A maximum of two panels are permitted per arm (one per side) and must face to the side or behind the
		 playing court.
h. The signage must feature dimming functionality that must be set to 50 percent of the maximum brightness
		 with the recommended level of brightness being 20-25 percent. The signage must be able to be deactivated
		 at the request of officials or game management.
i. The signage system must be independently operated and cannot be connected to the main scoreboard
		 game clocks and shot clocks in any way.
j. LED stanchion arm signage may only be changed during timeouts and between periods. When the signage
		 is improperly positioned or located, the referee shall instruct home contest management to deactivate such
		signage.
Art. 6. During game conditions, all movement (vibration, etc.) of the backboard (because of any type of dunk or similar play) must regain a static position within four seconds.

Section 14. Baskets—Size, Material

Art. 1. Each basket shall consist of a single metal ring, 18 inches inside diameter, its flange and braces, and a whitecord, 12-mesh net, 15 to 18 inches in length, suspended from beneath the ring.
Art. 2. Each ring shall measure not more than 5/8 inch in diameter, with the possible addition of small-gauge loops
on the under-edge or a smaller ring located directly under the required ring for attaching a 12-mesh net. Each ring
and its attaching flange and braces shall be bright orange in color.
Art. 3. The cord of each net shall be not less than 120-thread nor more than 144-thread twine, or plastic material of
comparable dimensions, and constructed so as to check the ball momentarily as it passes through.

Section 15. Baskets—Ring

Art. 1. Each basket ring shall be securely attached to each backboard/support system with a ring-restraining device.
Such a device will ensure that the basket stays attached, even when a glass backboard breaks.
Art. 2. The upper edge of each basket ring shall be 10 feet above and parallel to the floor and shall be equidistant
from the vertical edges of that backboard. The nearest point of the inside edge of each ring shall lie 6 inches from
the plane of the face of that backboard.
Art. 3. Movable rings are required. Movable rings may flex downward both from the front and the sides.
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Section 17. Logos/Names/Equipment

Art. 1. Logos, names or equipment of any kind (including school and conference logos or names, cameras and microphones) shall not be permitted on the backboards, rings, flanges, padding around the backboards, or on the shot
clocks. Institutional/conference social media decals are permitted on the top edge of the backboard frame. For postseason play only, an American flag and one conference or NCAA logo not to exceed 5 by 8 inches is permitted in the
lower corners on the front of the backboard. Cameras and microphones are permitted on the shot clocks when they
are recessed such that they do not extend beyond the plane of the back edge of the backboard. A lavaliere type microphone properly positioned in the crease of the backboard padding or between the padding and the backboard is
permitted when it does not interfere with a live ball or create a safety hazard.
Art. 2. The manufacturer’s name and logo shall be permitted to appear on the ball a maximum of two times.
Art. 3. An institution’s name or logo shall be permitted on the ball.
Art. 4. There are no restrictions on NCAA, team or conference logos, names or abbreviations on the playing court,
provided they do not obscure any of the required lines. (See Rule 10-2.1)
Art. 5. No more than two commercial logos shall be permitted on the playing court when they conform to the following standards:
a. The logo(s) shall fit into a box that is 10 feet by 10 feet square;
b. This box shall be located 8½ feet from the division line and 4½ feet from the sideline;
c. Logo(s) shall be within the two 10-foot-by-10-foot squares, with no more than one square in each half of the
		 playing court.
Note: See Rules 1-22.7.c and 1-25 for logos and labels on players’ uniforms/equipment.
Art. 6. The playing court must be completely finished in a manner that is similar throughout, including the 3-foot
area outside each sideline and 6-foot area outside each end line. It is the responsibility of the host game management to ensure the court is of a consistent finish, including any logos or decals that are legally allowed on the floor.

Section 19. Shot-Clock Displays

Art. 1. A shot clock is one of the two official visible timepieces that display the amount of time the team in control
has to release a try for a field goal so that it hits the ring or the flange.
Art. 2. Two visible shot clocks are required, and shall be recessed and mounted on the backboard supports behind
each backboard.
Art. 3. An alternate timing device shall be available when a visible shot clock malfunctions.
Art. 4. LED lights located around the shot clock may be used, but the lights shall only be activated for a shot-clock
violation.

Section 21. Team Benches—Scorers’ and Timers’ Table

Art. 1. The home team’s game administration shall designate each team’s bench.
Art. 2. The team benches shall be located equidistant from the division line extended at each side of the scorers’ and
timers’ table on the sidelines.
Art. 3. The scorers’ and timers’ table shall be located courtside and at midcourt.
Art. 4. Teams shall warm up at the end of the playing court farthest from their own bench for the first half.
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College (NCAA)—Women’s Volleyball Court Diagram
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College (NCAA)—Women’s Volleyball Court Layout and Equipment Rules
RULE 1
Facilities and Equipment

1.1 Playing Area
The playing area includes the playing court and the free zone. The entire playing area must be visible to all team
members and officials.
1.1.1 Playing Surface
The court and a free zone area at least 2 meters (6 feet, 6 inches) adjacent to and surrounding the court must be flat,
smooth and free of obstructions, other than net supports. The free zone may include playing area that is even with
or no more than approximately 1.25 centimeters (½ inch) lower than the primary surface. For facilities constructed
after 2016, a free zone of 3 meters (9 feet, 9 inches) is required.
1.1.1.1 The recommended free zone area is 3.05 meters (10 feet) outside the sidelines and 4.58 meters (15 feet)
		 beyond the end lines.
1.1.1.2 Media equipment and personnel are restricted from the areas in front of the team benches, scorer’s table
		 and warm-up area and from the playing surface between the attack lines extended on the bench side of the
		 court. In other areas, media equipment and personnel on the playing surface must be at least 2 meters (6
		 feet, 6 inches) away from the court, and within 1 meter (3 feet, 3 inches) of the boundary defining the play		 ing area. During timeouts and between sets, media personnel will be permitted on the court unless prohibit		 ed by the host institution or tournament director, but must not delay the resumption of play.
1.1.2 Overhead Clearance
1.1.2.1 The playing space includes the playing area and the space above it. The recommended clearance over
		 the playing area is 12.4 meters (41 feet), measured from the playing surface. For facilities constructed after
		 2006, the space above the playing area must be free of obstruction to a minimum height of 7.62 meters (25
		 feet) measured from the playing surface.
1.1.3 Nonplaying Areas
Nonplaying areas are defined as:
1.1.3.1 Walls, bleachers or other spectator seating areas;
1.1.3.2 Team benches and any area behind them;
1.1.3.3 Area between the scorer’s table and team benches; and
1.1.3.4 Any other area outlined in the pre-match conference that is deemed by the first referee to be unsuitable
		 or hazardous. (See Rule 1.4.2.)

1.2 The Court

1.2.1 Dimensions
The playing court is 18 meters (59 feet) long by 9 meters (29 feet, 6 inches) wide.
1.2.2 Court Markings
All lines are 5 centimeters (2 inches) wide and must be a contrasting color from the floor and any other lines (Exception: Rule 1.2.2.2.) No additional temporary markings other than those described below can be applied to the floor.
1.2.2.1 Court Boundary Lines—Two solid (uninterrupted) sidelines (long lines) and two solid (uninterrupted) end
		 lines (short lines) mark the playing court. These boundary lines are drawn inside the dimensions of the play		ing court.
1.2.2.2 Center Line—The axis of the center line divides the playing court into two equal team courts measuring
		 9 meters by 9 meters (29 feet, 6 inches by 29 feet, 6 inches) each; however, the entire width of the line is con		 sidered to belong to both courts equally. The center line extends beneath the net from sideline to sideline.
		 The center line may have any or all of the following characteristics:
1.2.2.2.1 A solid (uninterrupted) line.
1.2.2.2.2 A solid interrupted line: 10-centimeter line, 5-centimeter break, 10-centimeter line, 5-centimeter break,
		 etc. (4-inch line, 2-inch break, 4-inch line, 2-inch break, etc.)
1.2.2.2.3 A shadow-bordered line with .64-centimeter (¼-inch) borders.
1.2.2.3 Attack Line—A solid (uninterrupted) line is drawn in each team court between the sidelines, parallel to
		 the center line. The edge of the attack line farthest from the center line measures 3 meters (9 feet, 10 inches)
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from the axis of the center line. The extension of the attack lines is marked with a solid interrupted line outside the court: 20-centimeter break, 15-centimeter line (8-inch break, 6-inch line) repeated five times to a
total length of 1.75 meters (70 inches).

1.3 Zones and Areas Within the Playing Area

1.3.1 Service Zone
The service zone is a 9-meter (29 foot, 6 inch) wide area behind and excluding the end line. At a point 20 centimeters (8 inches) behind and perpendicular to each end line, two lines, each 15 centimeters (6 inches) in length and
5 centimeters (2 inches) in width, are drawn to mark the service zone for each team. Those lines are extensions of
the sidelines and are included in the width of the zone. The service zone has a minimum depth of 2 meters (6 feet, 6
inches), but extends to the limit of the free zone.
1.3.2 Substitution Zone
The substitution zone is the area defined by the imaginary extension of both attack lines, the sideline and the scorer’s table.
1.3.3 Front Zone
On each team court, the front zone is defined by the axis of the center line and the attack line. The front zone, center
line and attack lines are considered to extend indefinitely beyond the sidelines.
1.3.4 Warm-Up Area
The warm-up area begins at the end of the team bench or at the end line (whichever is nearer the scorer’s table), and
is located at least 1.75 meters (70 inches) from the court and service zone. (See Rule 5.2.2.1.)
1.3.5 Team Area
The team area includes the team court, the free zone surrounding it, the team bench and the warm-up area. Team
benches or chairs are to be placed outside the free zone on the right and left of the scorer’s table not nearer the
center line than the attack line.

1.4 Safety

1.4.1 Surface
The playing surface must not present danger of injury to the players. Play shall not be conducted on any surface that
is wet, slippery or constructed of abrasive material. The playing surface may be wood or a synthetic material that is
smooth and free of any abrasive surface.
1.4.2 First Referee Discretion
The playing area, in all cases, must be under the control of the first referee before and during a match. The first referee is responsible for deciding whether the playing area is suitable for play.
1.4.3 Divider Nets
It is recommended that partitions or divider nets be used to define the playing space when adjacent courts are in
use.
1.4.4 Special Ground Rules
Any special ground rules for a match must be specified in the pre-match conference by the first referee.
Note: The event administration and officials should take all reasonable precautions to ensure the safety of the participants.
1.4.5 Lighting
1.4.5.1 The court should be uniformly and adequately lighted. For information on recommended specifications
		 for lighting, as published by the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, contact the NCAA Vol		 leyball Rules liaison.
1.4.5.2 Strobe lights are allowed. Courtside flash photography is prohibited within 2 meters (6 feet, 6 inches) of the
		 court. Flash photography outside the 2-meter area is allowed unless it presents a safety hazard.

1.5 Other Equipment

1.5.1 Scoreboard
A visible scoreboard must be provided. It should be divided into two parts with large numbers to provide a running
score for each team. A device displaying running time and a visual display of timeouts and substitutes is recomGym Equipment Court Design and Rules-NCAA
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mended. Information shown on the scoreboard is not official and may not be used as a basis for protest.
1.5.2 Officials Seating
Seating should be available at or near the scorer’s table for match officials’ use.
1.5.3 Measuring Device
Each court should have a measuring device to check the height of the net. The measuring device should be marked
at a height of 2.24 meters (7 feet, 4-1/8 inches).
1.5.4 Referee Stand
A referee’s stand is required. (See Rule 18.2.1.) The referee stand and platform must be distributed evenly behind the
net post. The ladder must be distributed evenly at the back of the referee platform. The platform of the referee stand
must be well-supported and should be adjustable; the first referee’s eye position should be approximately 50 centimeters (19 inches) above the top of the net. It should be constructed so that it presents the least potential hazard for
players. The front and sides of the stand and supports must be padded. (See Rule 2.3.2.2.)

RULE 2
The Net and Related Equipment
2.1 Net Measurements

2.1.1 Size and Construction
The net is 1 meter (39 inches) in width throughout the full length when stretched and at least 9.5 meters (31 feet, 2
inches) in length, and is placed vertically over the axis of the center line.
2.1.1.1 A double thickness of white canvas or vinyl 5 to 8 centimeters (2 to 3-1/8 inches) wide must be sewn
		 along the full length of the top of the net. A white net “sleeve” with a maximum width of 8.6 centimeters
		 (3-3/8 inches) may be installed along the top of the net provided it is secured in a way that it does not affect
		 net height or inhibit play.
2.1.1.2 A bottom tape, if used, will be white and no more than 5 centimeters (2 inches) wide. A net sleeve is not
		 allowed at the bottom of the net.
2.1.1.3 The net must be constructed of 10-centimeter (4-inch) square dark mesh only.
2.1.1.4 The top and bottom of the net must be fastened to the posts so that the net remains taut throughout
		 and maintains its specified dimensions.
2.1.1.5 Metal clamps and any exposed steel cable at the bottom of the net must be covered.
Note: At the prerogative of the host institution, advertising (print or decal) may be placed on the top tape, top net sleeve,
bottom tape and/or tape outside the antenna.
2.1.2 Net Height
The height of the net measured from the center of the court is 2.24 meters (7 feet, 4-1/8 inches). The two ends of the
net must be at the same height from the playing surface and cannot exceed the regulation height by more than 2
centimeters (¾ inch).

2.2 Related Equipment

2.2.1 Net Antennas
The net antennas are flexible rods, 1.8 meters (6 feet) in length and 1 centimeter (3/8 inch) in diameter, made of
fiberglass or similar material. The upper half of each antenna is marked with alternating white and red or orange
bands not less than 10 centimeters (4 inches) and not more than15 centimeters (6 inches) in width. Antennas are
considered part of the net and laterally define the crossing space.
2.2.1.1 Perpendicular to the outer edge of each sideline, an antenna is fastened to the net at a distance of 9 me		 ters (29 feet, 6 inches) from the other antenna.
2.2.1.2 The antennas are affixed to the net with fasteners that provide for quick and easy adjustment of the
		 antenna. The fasteners must be smooth surfaced and free of any sharp edges that are hazardous to players.
2.2.2 Vertical Tape Markers
Vertical tape markers are optional. If used, bands of white material 5 centimeters (2 inches) wide and 1 meter (39
inches) in length are fastened to the net at each end, over and perpendicular to each sideline and the center line.
Vertical tape side markers are part of the net. If vertical tape markers are used, logos, markings and advertising are
permitted.
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2.3 Net Supports

2.3.1 Location
The posts, uprights or stands (including their bases and padding) that support the net are recommended to be at least
1 meter (3 feet, 3 inches) from the nearest point of the sidelines and should not interfere with the officials in the performance of their duties. For facilities constructed after 2008, the net supports and referee stand (including padding)
shall be at least 1 meter (3 feet, 3 inches) from the nearest point of the sidelines. Net supports should present the least
possible hazard for players.
2.3.2 Padding
2.3.2.1 Net standards must be padded to a minimum height of 1.7 meters (5 feet, 6 inches) with at least 1.25-cen		 timeter (½ inch) thick, resilient, shock-absorbing material (such as polyethylene foam) to encase the uprights
		 and all tensioning devices.
2.3.2.2 The front and sides of the referee’s stand and its support system must be padded using the same specifica		 tions as the net standards.
2.3.2.3 Any guide cables, rigid braces or wire supports must be padded using the same specifications as the net
		 standards and marked for visibility for the players.
Note: When net supports and the referee’s stand are not padded as specified, the match will not be played at that site.
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USA Volleyball—Volleyball Court Layout and Equipment Rules
(Also used for NCAA Men’s Volleyball)
SECTION I - THE GAME
CHAPTER 1
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
1 PLAYING AREA

The playing area includes the playing court and the free zone. It shall be rectangular and symmetrical.

1.1 DIMENSIONS

The playing court is a rectangle measuring 18 x 9 m (59’ x 29’6”) surrounded by a free zone which is a minimum of 3
m (9’10”) wide on all sides.
The free playing space is the space above the playing area which is free from any obstructions. The free playing
space shall measure a minimum of 7 m (23’) in height from the playing surface.
USAV 1.1a: The free zone may be a minimum of 2 m (6’6 3/4”). It is not required that the free zone be symmetrical.
USAV 1.1b: For nationally sanctioned competition and recommended for all other competitions, 7 m (23’) is the
minimum free playing space (ceiling height).
For FIVB, World and Official Competitions, the free zone shall measure a minimum of 5 m (16’5”) from the side
lines and 6.5 m (21’4”) from the end lines. The free playing space shall measure a minimum of 12.5 m (41’) in
height from the playing surface.

1.2 PLAYING SURFACE

1.2.1 The surface must be flat, horizontal and uniform. It must not present any danger of injury to the players. It is
forbidden to play on rough or slippery surfaces.
USAV 1.2.1: Players may mop the floor provided the 1st referee does not judge the action to be a delay. For FIVB,
World and Official Competitions, only a wooden or synthetic surface is allowed. Any surface must be previously
approved by the FIVB.
USAV 1.2.1: For nationally sanctioned competition, USA Volleyball must approve the surface.
1.2.2 On indoor courts the surface of the playing court must be of a light color.
USAV 1.2.2: It is recommended the surface of the playing court be a light color or that other contrasting colors be
used for the playing court and free zone. For FIVB, World and Official Competitions, white colors are required for the
lines. Other colors, different from each other, are required for the playing court and the free zone.
1.2.3 On outdoor courts a slope of 5 mm per meter is allowed for drainage. Court lines made of solid materials are
forbidden.

1.3 LINES ON THE COURT

1.3.1 All lines are 5 cm (2”) wide. They must be of a light color which is different from the color of the floor and from
any other lines.
USAV 1.3.1: Lines are not required to be of a light color as long as they contrast with the color of the floor.
1.3.2 Boundary lines
Two side lines and two end lines mark the playing court. Both side lines and end lines are drawn inside the dimensions of the playing court.
1.3.3 Center line
The axis of the center line divides the playing court into two equal courts measuring 9 x 9 m (29’6” x 29’6”) each;
however, the entire width of the line is considered to belong to both courts equally. This line extends beneath the
net from side line to side line.
1.3.4 Attack line
On each court, an attack line, whose rear edge is drawn 3 m (9’10”) back from the axis of the center line, marks the
front zone. For FIVB, World and Official Competitions, the attack line is extended by the addition of broken lines
from the side lines, with five 15 cm (6”) short lines 5 cm (2”) wide, drawn 20 cm (8”) from each other to a total length
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of 1.75 m (70”). The “coach’s restriction line” (a broken line which extends from the attack line to the end line of the
court, parallel to the side line and 1.75 meters [70”] from it) is composed of 15 cm (6”) short lines drawn 20 cm (8”)
apart to mark the limit of the coach’s area of operation.
USAV 1.3.4: For nationally sanctioned competitions, the extensions of the attack lines outside the court are required
as described above. These extensions are optional for all other events. The coach’s restriction line is optional for all
events.

1.4 ZONES AND AREAS

1.4.1 Front zone
On each court the front zone is limited by the axis of the center line and the rear edge of the attack line. The front
zone is considered to extend beyond the side lines to the end of the free zone.
1.4.2 Service zone
The service zone is a 9 m (29’6”) wide area behind each end line. It is laterally limited by two short lines, each 15 cm
(6”) long, drawn 20 cm (8”) behind the end line as an extension of the side lines. Both short lines are included in the
width of the service zone. In depth, the service zone extends to the end of the free zone.
USAV 1.4.2: The service zone shall have a minimum depth of 2 m (6’6 3/4”). If this zone is fewer than 2 m (6’6 3/4”)
[Rule 1.4.2], a line shall be marked on the court to provide the minimum depth. After the service, the line is ignored
and becomes part of the court.
1.4.3 Substitution zone
The substitution zone is limited by the extension of both attack lines up to the scorer’s table.
1.4.4 Libero Replacement Zone
The Libero Replacement Zone is part of the free zone on the side of the team benches, limited by the extension of
the attack line up to the end line.
1.4.5 Warm-up area
For FIVB, World and Official Competitions, the warm-up areas, sized approximately 3 x 3 m (9’10” x 9’10”), are located
in both of the bench-side corners, outside the free zone.
USAV 1.4.5: The warm-up area is at the end of the bench or bench area, and no nearer to the court than the front of
the team bench. Substitutes must not interfere with play or the officials’ duties.
1.4.6 Penalty Area
A penalty area, sized approximately 1 x 1 m (39” x 39”) and equipped with two chairs, is located in the control area,
outside the prolongation of each end line. They may be limited by a 5 cm (2”) wide red line.
USAV 1.4.6: Inclusion of a penalty area is recommended.

2 NET AND POSTS
2.1 HEIGHT OF THE NET

2.1.1 Placed vertically over the center line there is a net whose top is set at the height of 2.43 m (7’115/8”) for men
and 2.24 m (7’41/8”) for women.
USAV 2.1: The height of the net may vary for specific age groups as follows:
2.1.2 Its height is measured from the center of the playing court. The net height (over the two side lines) must be
exactly the same and must not exceed the official height by more than 2 cm (3/4”).

2.2 STRUCTURE

The net is 1 m (39”) wide and 9.50 to 10 meters (31’6”-33’) long (with 25 to 50 cm [10”-191/2”] on each side of the
side bands), made of 10 cm (4”) square black mesh. For FIVB, World and Official Competitions, in conjunction with
specific competition regulations the mesh may be modified to facilitate advertising according to marketing agreements. At its top a horizontal band, 7 cm (23/4”) wide, made of twofold white canvas, is sewn along its full length.
Each extreme end of the band has a hole, through which passes a cord, fastening the band to the posts for keeping
its top taut.
USAV 2.2: At its top, a horizontal band 5 to 7 cm (2 to 2 3/4”) wide, made of two-fold white canvas, is sewn along its
full length. Within the band, a flexible cable fastens the net to the posts and keeps its top taut. At the bottom of the
net there is another horizontal band, 5 cm (2”) wide, similar to the top band, through which is threaded a rope. This
rope fastens the net to the posts and keeps its lower part taut.
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2.3 SIDE BANDS

Two white bands are fastened vertically to the net and placed directly above each side line. They are 5 cm (2”) wide
and 1 m (39”) long and are considered as part of the net.
USAV 2.3: The side bands are optional.

2.4 ANTENNAE

An antenna is a flexible rod, 1.80 m (5’11”) long and 10 mm (3/8”) in diameter, made of fiberglass or similar material.
An antenna is fastened at the outer edge of each side band. The antennae are placed on opposite sides of the net.
The top 80 cm (32”) of each antenna extends above the net and is marked with 10 cm (4”) stripes of contrasting color, preferably red and white. The antennae are considered as part of the net and laterally delimit the crossing space.

2.5 POSTS

2.5.1 The posts supporting the net are placed at a distance of 0.50-1.00 m (20”-39”) outside the side lines. They are
2.55 m (8’4”) high and preferably adjustable. For all FIVB, World and Official Competitions, the posts supporting the
net are placed at a distance of 1 m (39”) outside the side lines.
2.5.2 The posts are rounded and smooth, fixed to the ground without wires. There shall be no dangerous or obstructing devices.
USAV 2.5.2: Ceiling mounted net systems are allowed.
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2.6 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

All additional equipment is determined by FIVB regulations.
USAV 2.6:
a. If the posts are secured by barrels or other supporting apparatus, there must be some means of clearly iden		 tifying the barrels or supporting apparatus. All other dangerous or obstructing devices must be eliminated.
		 Metal cables, tensioning devices and other exposed wires may need to be covered if the referees determine
		 these items may cause injury to players.
b. All wires that support posts from the floor will be eliminated, or if that is not possible, then all exposed wires
		 must be padded with at least 1.25 cm (1/2”) thick, resilient, shock absorbing material throughout the entire
		 length. The padding must be clearly recognizable.
c. Posts shall be padded to a minimum height of 1.7 m (5’6”) with at least 1.25 cm (1/2”) thick, resilient, shock
		 absorbing material.
d. Basic equipment includes a referee stand, which should be adjustable to allow the referee’s eye position to
		 be approximately 50 cm (19”) above the top of the net. It should be constructed so that it presents the least
		 potential hazard for participants. Step ladders, jump boxes and other devices not specifically designed as
		 referee stands shall not be used. If an appropriate referee stand cannot be provided, the 1st referee performs
		 his/her functions from the floor.
e. The front and sides of the referee’s stand must be padded in the same manner as the posts to a height of 1.7
		 m (5’6”).
f. The scoreboard must be divided into two parts with numbers that provide the score for each team. The score
		 displayed on the scoreboard is not official and may not be used as a basis of protest.

NCAA Women’s Basketball:

Sources

2016 and 2017 NCAA Illustrated Women’s Basketball Rules, Rachel Seewald, Associate Director, Championships and
Alliances, Ed. 2015, National Collegiate Athletic Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. www.ncaa.org.

NCAA Men’s Basketball:

2015-2016 and 2016-2017 NCAA Illustrated Men’s Basketball Rules, Dan Calandro, Director of Playing Rules and Officiating, Ed. 2015, National Collegiate Athletic Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. www.ncaa.org.

NCAA Women’s Volleyball:
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